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6.2.4 Radio Network Logical resources

6.2.4.1 Common Resources

The CRNC manages logical radio network resources in Node B and needs to use both common and dedicated resources
in a Node B to run a radio network. Therefore, it is the CRNC that orders the Node B to configure, reconfigure and
delete these resources. However, if the equipment in Node B cannot fully support the configuration that the CRNC
requests, or the equipment breaks down, then Node B can indicate the availability of the common resources (i.e. both
downgrade and upgrade).

The common resources are the Cell, the common physical channels and the common transport channels.

In Node B these common resources have an operational state, that indicates whether they are operational or not, i.e.
whether they can carry traffic or not.

Figure 3 shows the common resources that a CRNC is managing in a Node B to be able to run a radio network.
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Figure 3: Common resources in a Node B that are managed by the CRNC
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6.2.4 Radio Network Logical resources

6.2.4.1 Common Resources

The CRNC manages logical radio network resources in Node B and needs to use both common and dedicated resources
in a Node B to run a radio network. Therefore, it is the CRNC that orders the Node B to configure, reconfigure and
delete these resources. However, if the equipment in Node B cannot fully support the configuration that the CRNC
requests, or the equipment breaks down, then Node B can indicate the availability of the common resources (i.e. both
downgrade and upgrade).

The common resources are the Cell, the common physical channels and the common transport channels.

In Node B these common resources have an operational state, that indicates whether they are operational or not, i.e.
whether they can carry traffic or not.

Figure 3 shows the common resources that a CRNC is managing in a Node B to be able to run a radio network.
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Figure 3: Common resources in a Node B that are managed by the CRNC
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The common channels need to be controlled from the RNC. This is typically the control of the RACH, CPCH [FDD],
DSCH and FACH channels, the information that is broadcast on the Broadcast control channel, and the control and
request for sending information on the paging channels.
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5.2.5 Traffic management of Common Channels

The common channels need to be controlled from the RNC. This is typically the control of the RACH, CPCH [FDD],
DSCH and FACH channels, the information that is broadcast on the Broadcast control channel, and the control and
request for sending information on the paging channels.
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6.2.4.2 Cell

A Cell is identified by a UTRAN Cell identifier (UC-id) [1].

The semantics of a Cell include the following:

- The Cell can be created and removed by administrative procedures. When a Local Cell, i.e. equipment in a Node
B, is made available to the CRNC for configuration of a cell, the CRNC can configure the cell with configuration
data, common physical channels and common transport channels in Node B. In so doing a Local cell is added to
the RNS.

- If any Iub transport bearers for common or dedicated transport channels exists when the cell is deleted, the Node
B shall take no action to initiate the release of  release those transport bearers.

- Node B may support one or more cells.

- Configuration of a cell over the Iub interface cannot be successful unless Node B has reported a Local Cell Id [1]
as available to the CRNC.

- Once a Local Cell is configured to support a cell, it cannot be deleted without the CRNC first deleting the cell.

Figure 4 illustrates the state diagram for a Local Cell in Node B, as seen over the Iub interface.
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6.2.4.2 Cell

A Cell is identified by a UTRAN Cell identifier (UC-id) [1].

The semantics of a Cell include the following:

- The Cell can be created and removed by administrative procedures. When a Local Cell, i.e. equipment in a Node
B, is made available to the CRNC for configuration of a cell, the CRNC can configure the cell with configuration
data, common physical channels and common transport channels in Node B. In so doing a Local cell is added to
the RNS.

- If any Iub transport bearers for common or dedicated transport channels exists when the cell is deleted, the Node
B shall take no action to initiate the release of release those transport bearers.

- Node B may support one or more cells.

- Configuration of a cell over the Iub interface cannot be successful unless Node B has reported a Local Cell Id [1]
as available to the CRNC.

- Once a Local Cell is configured to support a cell, it cannot be deleted without the CRNC first deleting the cell.

Figure 4 illustrates the state diagram for a Local Cell in Node B, as seen over the Iub interface.
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